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Abstract: There are a number of precise measurement and inspection applications, which are based on image processing.
Focusing is a major step to accomplish these applications, especially when microscopic images are required. Microscopic
manual focusing based on expert’s eye could result in misleading decisions since it is subjected to human accuracy,
sensitivity and visual capabilities. Therefore, automatic focusing systems have been developed to increase accuracy with
better reliability and save time. In this research, an auto focusing mechanical module with integrated software is designed,
tested and verified. This system is based on grasping a sequence of images using coarse and fine focusing mechanisms. The
most focused image is identified through an algorithm, which encapsulates various focusing approaches. These approaches
are Image Curvature (CURV), Tenengrad based algorithms (TENG), Squared Gradient (GRAS) and Gray Level Variance
(GLV). The aim of this research is making a comparison between these approaches to select the best when used with
microscopic images of un-itched gray cast iron specimens. The proposed auto focusing module is a step towards the
automation of manual focusing systems in microscopes.
Keywords: Microscope, Auto Focusing, Manual Focusing, Algorithm, Focal Value, Focusing Approaches, Mechanical
Module.

1.

Therefore implementation of AF in software is much
desired in industrial applications[2]. Different
previous literatures has adopted the automation of the
focusing system in microscopes like in [4] , [1], [5]
using different focusing techniques as illustrated
through this paper in section 3. Moreover, others have
used focusing techniques on different images for a
various range of applications like in [6], [7], [8]. In
this paper, an auto focusing mechanical module with
integrated software is designed, tested and verified.
This module can be attached to a coaxial fine/coarse
focus system in the microscope in order to automate
the focusing process. Since distance between lens and
object determines the sharpness of an acquired image,
that indicates the focus degree of the image, this
degree of focus is quantified as a Focal Value (FV)
Then, a FV curve forms as the lens position and
acquired image vary. Such a curve might show a peak
where the acquired image contents have the sharpest
details[2]. AF task is to search for a focused position
via comparing the FVs of the acquired images.
Methods for FV measurement were developed based
on the image histogram, variation, energy of squared
gradient, entropy function, frequency spectrum
function, energy of Laplacian, square Gaussian
gradient, Laplacian, Gaussian and Tenengrad based
algorithms. Most of the measures perform good
efficiency on computation. This might induce a
significant local peak in an FV curve and result in
inaccurate results and decisions[2]. Through the
extensive survey illustrated in the previous table,
several properties of different algorithms were
concluded. Gray level variance (GLV) measures the
variations in gray levels among the image pixels
where bright and dark pixels have the same effect.

INTRODUCTION
For any image to be put into focus with clear
details, it must be put into an appropriate distance
with the lens required to capture the image. Out of
focus images can’t be put into focus by mean of
image processing techniques since there are missing
data that can’t be retrieved. Manual focusing has
become a tiring and intangible task. Thus, the need of
automatic focusing has arisen as a challenging and
demanding need in several applications. Auto
focusing is essential for analyzing the details of solid
samples with complex surfaces, auto focusing
systems usually focus much better and more
consistently than manual focusing and this is
important for researchers to get high quality images
especially for image processing applications[1].
Moreover, Auto focusing (AF) is an important
technique that is needed in many applications that
requires precise measurement and inspection. This
technique is currently developed more focusing on
high speed implementation and under a microscopic
view[2]. The aim of metallurgical investigation is to
obtain data regarding the internal microstructure of
any material. Thus, affects the study of fracture
surfaces, crack formation, corrosive attack, and
deformation phenomena on the surface. Auto
focusing is a powerful topic in literature and lots of
focusing algorithms have been proposed, the choice
of an appropriate focusing technique for certain
experimental work remains time consuming and
challenging [3]. Auto focusing is highly responsible
for replacing the function of the expert’s eye and
reducing the percentage of error while focusing.
1
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Table 1: Cross Mapping of Researches and
Chosen Techniques
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The main objective behind proposing this
mechanical module is to automate the focusing of a
microscope that already involves manual focusing
approaches. Therefore, a microscope with coaxial
coarse/fine focusing system was chosen to be part of
the design. The specifications of the chosen
microscope will be illustrated in details with the
components of the proposed mechanical system.
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2.1. The Microscope Used: Innovatest IN-MM600
The chosen microscope for the task, shown
in Fig.1, is an inverted microscope of model
Innovatest IN- MM600. A CCD camera is attached
directly to the microscopic setup, and is connected to
the host computer through a 10moons video capture
card. The microscope consists mainly of a stage and a
stage plate, coaxial coarse and fine focusing knob and
an objective stage holding the 4 rotating lens with
different magnifications.
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THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM
PROPOSED
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integrating the hardware system with the suggested
algorithm used to autofocus on an image. Section 5
illustrates a case study that shows the steps in details
of capturing an in focus image automatically through
the proposed system.





The techniques stated in literature are as follows; 1) GLVA – 2)
CURV – 3) GDER - 4) GRAS - 5) HISE - 6) SFRQ – 7) TENG –
8) VOLA– 9) SFIL– 10) DCT – 11) ACMO

2.2. The Mechanical Module
The proposed mechanical module is
supposed to be attached to the focusing knobs as
shown inFig.1. This module consists of 4 pulleys each
located at a specified place. One is attached to the
coarse knob of the microscope while another is
attached to a stepper motor expected to drive the
coarse knob. Those two pulleys are enrolled together
through a belt and are tightly distanced to ensure
efficient
performance.
Similar
pulley
belt
arrangement is designed for the fine knob. This
mechanical module is used for motion transmission
between the actuators and the rotating knobs
responsible for focusing.

Such algorithm is a very straightforward technique
for traditional microscopes. Vollath’s measure
(VOLA) and Histogram entropy (HISE) both
compromised good focusing results with low
information content images. Tenengrad based
algorithms (TENG) and Squared Gradient (GRAS)
performed well during the existence of false maxima
near the absolute maximum. Moreover, Gaussian
derivative (GDER) respond to the best focus position
with a local maximum consuming long processing
time. Spatial frequency (SFRQ) and Steerable filters
(SFIL) based algorithms has shown good results in
detecting image edge sharpness and are widely used
in image fusion and measuring image clearness and
texture. SFIL is also used in image enhancement and
feature extraction. Discrete cosine transform (DCT)
represented the image in spatial frequency domain
showing details of very low and very high
frequencies that were difficult to measure in time
domain. Absolute central moment (ACMO) measures
statistically the variability of the gray levels of an
image with respect to the local mean.
This research paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the mechanical hardware system
proposed. Section 3 discusses several auto focusing
algorithms previously used and the criteria upon
which only four of them were chosen. Section 4
discusses the details of the proposed system

3.

IMAGE FOCUSING TECHNIQUES

Fig.1. Real scene of the Mechanical system
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�

Focusing techniques is the key in auto
focusing systems. The focus function must calculate a
certain values and indicates the quality of a series
images[1]. Several algorithms through previous
literature were found to measure the FV of an image.
Each of these algorithms measures a specific and
different feature of the image that identifies the
degree of focus. The output of an ideal focusing
technique is defined as having a maximum value at
the best focused image and decreasing as a defocus
increases[3]. By surveying a number of algorithms
commonly used in previous research, it was found
that there are specific algorithms that have shown
accurate and precise results of most focused images
over the other used techniques. Despite most of
focusing algorithms almost give same decision of the
most focused captured microscopic image; each
single algorithm depends on different relations
between image pixels. Typical methods for measuring
the image FV are used. In this paper, various
techniques were involved in the computer
experimentation. In the upcoming section, the most
commonly used focusing techniques are illustrated
and described individually in details.
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At each pixel, the gray level intensity is calculated
and then calculating the coefficients of the surface.
The next step is to combine these coefficients in order
to obtain a sufficient focus measure[9].
3.4. Tenengrad based algorithms (TENG)
The Tenengrad focus measure, measures the
sum of the squared responses of a horizontal and a
vertical Sobel mask.
This calculation is derived from Sobel operator:
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3.2. Threshold and Squared Gradient (GRAS)
Sharpness implies the high frequency
components of an image so high pass filters are often
used to extract high frequency portions of an
image[21]. This algorithm sums squared differences
of derivatives of pixels gray levels, making larger
gradients exerts more influence[3]. The focal value
can be calculated as follows:
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3.3. Image Curvature (CURV)
Sharper image region implies a higher gray
value variance. Therefore if the gray level values are
treated as a 3D surface ( , ,
,
, the curvature
in a sharp image region is expected to be higher than
in an un sharp region[9]. If the image gray levels are
interpolated by means of a surface, the curvature of
this surface may be used as a focus measure. The first
step of calculating this focus measure is to
approximate the surface
, = � +� +
�
+� ,
the
vector
coefficients
�=
� , � , � , � is computed through least square
approximation
by
applying
2
convolution
masks �
.

The focus measure based on the local variance will be
given by the global variance.
Where N*M the window size at centre point (m,n)
and �̅is
� the mean level gray value given by:
�̅� =

−ͷ
=Ͷ

Horizontal Squared Gradient:

3.1. Gray Level Variance (GLV)
A well-focused image is expected to have a
high variation in gray levels, the local variance at
point (m, n), with m=1... M and n=1... N is given
by[12] :
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Where T is a selected threshold value and ∇ S(x, y) is
a Sobel gradient expressed as:
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This measure convolves the image with vertical
and horizontal (
Sobel operators. To get a
global measure over the whole image, the square of
the gradient vector components are summed[22].
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4.

THE PROPOSED FOCUSING SYSTEM
A

The proposed system consists mainly of a
combination
between
hardware
components
previously discussed and software based algorithm.
The components of the hardware contain a
metallurgical inverted microscope, computer, CCD
camera connected to the microscope, data acquisition
interfacing and the mechanical test rig illustrated
earlier in section 2. The mechanical test rig is
attached to the microscope through its focusing
knobs. The focusing knobs are coaxial coarse/fine
wheels responsible for positioning the objective lens
which defines the degree of focus of the test
specimen in the current scene (position). The flow
chart in Fig. 2 illustrates the operation of the whole
system in details. At first, the coarse knob is forced to
return back to its home position using a mechanical
switch. Starting from the home position, the coarse
knob rotates in the forward direction with larger steps
so as to overcome the dead-band range of focus that
surely doesn’t contain the most focused image. These
large steps are variable according to the
magnification of the objective lens. After passing the
dead-band region, a set of images is captured at
specific steps. Each step of the stepper motor is
transmitted as one degree of rotation in the pulleys of
the mechanical system. After capturing, the images
were saved individually with their corresponding
positions. The saved images are then enhanced and
the Focal Value (FV) of each image is then calculated
according to the chosen algorithm discussed. The
image with maximum FV is then determined to be the
most focused image and its corresponding position is
then identified. Next step involves returning the
coarse knob back to the pre-identified most focused
image position. This way the coarse knob has
finished its job and it’s time for refining the focus
using the fine knob. The fine knob starts rotating in
the forward direction with a specific number of steps
and then stops to start image capture. A set of images
is then captured and saved through a wider range in
the backward direction. The captured images are then
enhanced and the FVs are calculated. The maximum
FV is also determined and its corresponding image
position. The image with the maximum FV (by fine
knob) is then displayed.

Start
Get Maximum FV
Initialize Arduino

Get Image
Position

Move Coarse
Motor to Home
Position

Move Motor to
the Most
Focused Image
Position

NO

Received Limit
Switch Signal ?

Capture the
Image at Motor
Position

YES
Display Coarse
Focused Image

Move Large Step

Move X Steps in
Forward
Direction

Initialize J=1

J=1
Move Coarse
Motor 1 Step

Move Fine Motor
1 Step

Capture & Save
the Image

Capture & Save
the image

NO
Enhance Image &
Calculate FV
NO

Enhance the
Image &
Calculate the FV

J=J+1
J=J+1
J=2X ?

J=X ?

YES

Get Maximum FV

5.

CASE STUDY
YES

In order to test the behavior of the focusing
techniques, a focusing curve is drawn for each
technique that defines the variation of FV between
captured images at different positions. Curves are
obtained similarly for both knobs i.e coarse and fine
knobs. The samples used in this experiment are
metallurgical samples of cast iron. Fig.3. Samples
in silica gel shows a number of the tested samples
prepared for microscopic examination. In this

A

Display the
Corresponding
Focused Image

End

Fig.2. The flow chart of the proposed system
4
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algorithms separately. In TENG curve, it’s observed
that there are many steep fluctuations in FV from
0.03 till 0.1 that appears in the early stage of out of
focus images until a sudden peak is observed in
image 17, that’s the most focused one. Gradual
decrease in the focal value is yet again observed with
the same fluctuating trend as we go far from the
focused image again i.e the objective gets closer to
the sample. In GLV, it’s observed that the FV starts
with a high value of around 0.85 and then the FV
decreases gradually over a wide range of images
ranging from 1 till image 16, then a sudden peak is
observed at image 17. The curve then decreases
sharply over a narrow range of images ranging from
image 18 till 24. In both CURV and GRAS, the FV
fluctuates above the zero but below 0.1 over a wide
range of images ranging from image 1 till image 16,
then a sharp peak in FV appears with a maximum FV
of 0.98 at image 17. In the remaining out of focus
images range from image 18 till 24, a remarkable
deterioration in the FVs is observed to bound again
the FVs below 0.1. It’s concluded that TENG, GRAS
and CURV all can determine the most focused image
in a range of images in a significant way where
there’s a remarkable difference between the most
focused image and the out of focus ones. However,
GLV has shown same results for the most focused
image but the unexpected increase and decrease of
the slope of the curve can be misleading in other
online image capture applications.

experiment, 11 different cast iron samples were
investigated, 4 different positions were examined in
each sample and 11 focusing techniques were tested
on all of the samples using all of the positions. The
used samples are shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Samples in silica gel

Two sample images at two different lens positions are
shown in Fig. 4. The left image is observed to be
visually in focused while the right image is blurred i.e
out of focus.

Focused
Blurred
Fig.4. Focused and Blurred images

5.1. Experimental Test
In this research, four selected focusing
techniques were tested and examined on various
microscopic metallurgical samples. The results
indicating the performance of these four techniques
are shown below. Focal value of the sample was
calculated using CURV, GLV, TENG and GRAS. For
each technique, the proposed algorithms were run
targeting to locate the most focused image in the
tested sample.

Fig.5. Sample (A) Coarse Knob

5.3. Fine Knob Results
Fig. 6 shows a combination of the behavior
of the four techniques in calculating the FV of images
at different positions predetermined by using the fine
knob. 100 images were captured around the area of
the most focused image that was determined by the
coarse knob in the previous test.
In TENG FV calculation, there are steep fluctuations
in FV in early stage images where the FV increases
gradually from 0.1 till it reaches its maximum of 1 at
image no.60. Furthermore, the FV decreases
gradually with sharp fluctuations. For GLV results,
the FV is observed to gradually increase starting at
0.575 and increases gradually over a wide range of
images ranging from image 1 till it reaches the most
focused image that is number 57. Gradual decrease is

5.2. Coarse Knob Results
The generated curve shown in Fig.
5demonstrates the focal values of the set of captured
images using the coarse knob of the microscope.
Curves of the four different focal value measuring
techniques are overlapped together to show variation
in measuring criteria. Even though the four
algorithms have successfully agreed to allocate the
most focused image of the set of 24 images to be
image number 17, there’s still a remarkable
difference in the curve trend of each algorithm
separately. For comparison purposes, calculated FVs
are normalized to help compare between the
5
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observed as less focused images are captured and
examined. For CURV and GRAS the FV increases
smoothly and gradually compared to that of TENG
over a wide range of images. For CURV, the
maximum FV is 1 at image 60 while in GRAS the
maximum FV is 1 at image 59. For both techniques,
the FV decreases smoothly over the rest of the
images. The observed difference in most focused
image FV decision by the four techniques is
dependent on the approach each of the different
algorithms measures the FV.

Fig.8. Sample (7) Fine Knob

Fig.6. Sample (A) Fine Knob

Fig.9. Sample (40-2) Coarse Knob

For more clarification, additional three specimens
were tested using the same four algorithms. By using
the coarse knob Fig. 7, 9 and 11 has successfully
identified the same image as the most focused one i.e.
image 11 in sample 7, image 22 in sample (40-2) and
image 17 in sample 1400. However, in the fine knob
curves analysis, all algorithms has successfully
identified a range of about 4 images where the most
focused image lies , each according to the means of
measurement of the algorithm.

Fig.10. Sample (40-2) Fine Knob

Fig.7. Sample (7) Coarse Knob

Fig.11. Sample (11) Coarse Knob
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[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Fig.12. Sample (1400) Fine Knob
[8]

In conclusion, the four algorithms have successfully
identified the most focused image for all the samples
used and analyzed. In both the coarse and fine knob
sets of images, GRAS has shown smooth and single
peaked curves that identify the most focused image in
comparison with the three other tested algorithms.
Further image analyses for both coarse and fine
image sets can be applied using GRAS later on.

[9]

[10]

CONCLUSION
This paper discusses an auto focusing system. It is
composed of hardware implementation based on a
mechanical system and a software based algorithm.
The proposed algorithm aims to figure out the most
focused image from a series of images of the same
scene.This research presents a comprehensive study
of four focusing techniques, which are CURV,
TENG, GRAS and GLV. A number of microscopic
images of different gray cast iron samples were tested
under the same conditions using magnification of
(10X). The four techniques have successfully
identified the most focused image for all the samples.
GRAS demonstrates the best results for both coarse
and fine knobs in comparison with the three other
tested techniques. This is because the approach FV
curve is smooth and the best image has a sharp and
clear FV. The proposed focusing system offers
significant improvements in accuracy, robustness and
speed. It is suitable for implementation in real time
processing. Further work will include incorporating
image enhancement techniques to improve the final
image quality.
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